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Credential Stuffing is one of the most widely used API attacks. The attacker has a list of known 

usernames and passwords and attempts to log into other sites using the same username-

password combos.



If a program's credential stuffing protections are not correctly implemented, hackers can also use it 

as a password validator to see whether the user's credentials are correct.


Broken User Authentication is the second security vulnerability in OWASP API Security Top 10. 

Authentication is the process of recognizing a user's identity, which in the API world could be a user 

or another machine that has access to the API. 



Users must first authenticate themselves before using an API's capabilities. As a result, 

authentication endpoints are the most vulnerable, and attackers frequently target them first by 

attempting credential stuffing or brute force attacks.



Authentication with APIs is a complicated and perplexing process. Software and security engineers 

may misunderstand what constitutes authentication and how to implement it properly. There are a 

variety of technical issues that contribute to API authentication failures, including

 APIs that are considered "internal" but are not protecte

 Weak authentication that does not adhere to industry standard

 Lack of rotation of API keys

 Weak passwords, plain text passwords, encrypted passwords, badly hashed passwords, shared 

passwords, or default password

 Encryption or hashing techniques with small key size

 Vulnerability to brute force and credential stuffing attacks.
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Why You Should Care

Traditional Tools Will Not Protect You

How To Combat Broken User 
Authentication Threats

Attackers can detect broken authentication using manual means and exploit them using 
automated tools with password lists and dictionary attacks. Suppose an attacker succeeds in 
breaking user authentication. In that case, they can access other users' accounts in the system, 
read their personal data, and carry out sensitive operations such as sending personal messages, 
conducting financial transactions, or blackmailing victims using their personal information. An 
attacker who compromises the authentication method or an authenticated session can access 
all the data that the machine identity can access.

Traditional security measures like WAFs and API Gateways usually enforce granular 
authentication and may only check for the existence of a session identifier or authentication 
token in a specific request. 



However, as threats become more complicated and sophisticated, these tools miss attacks that 
target the logic of APIs, putting your organization at risks such as data leaks and many other APIs 
abuse.



Furthermore, all modern apps have complex microservices designs (see Diagram) with many 
APIs, making it extremely difficult to ensure that they use secure authentication. The number of 
APIs and the rate at which they are released and updated continues to grow. But WAF and API 
gateways are security team tools, which no longer function reliably as APIs proliferate.

You must do several things to protect your APIs from Broken User Authentication Threat

 Implement a captcha/account lockout system to avoid brute force attacks on certain user
 Implement password-strengthening measure
 Use multi-factor authentication wherever possibl
 Make sure you understand the use and purpose of all authentication mechanisms in detai
 Use anti-brute-force mechanisms to protect your authentication endpoints against credential 

stuffing, dictionary attacks, and brute-force assaults (more stringently than usual rate 
restriction mechanisms

 Treat credential recovery/forgotten password endpoints similarly to login endpoints in terms of 
brute force, rate limitation, and lockout safeguards
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How Wib Can Help You
Wib is a full-lifecycle API security platform, defending against API security threats. The platform 
ensures comprehensive protection across the entire API software lifecycle from development to 
testing to production.



Wib utilizes state-of-the-art proprietary AI and ML to analyze millions of requests in real-time. It 
provides complete visibility of existing APIs, with actionable insights and comprehensive 
protection across the entire lifecycle. It learns your APIs inside and out and can provide complete 
visibility of your existing APIs, analyze their integrity, identify vulnerabilities, and detect attacks in 
real-time.



If you are building or using APIs in your applications (and you probably are), sign up for a demo to 
see Wib in action and learn more.

7. Follow industry standards for authentication, token creation, and password storage

8. Make sure you are familiar with all ways to login to the API (mobile/web/deep links with one-
click authentication, etc.)

9. Use API keys for client app/project authentication rather than user authentication
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